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We study the complexity of concurrent-read concurrent-write PRAM models in 
which inputs are given in read-only memory accessible by all processors, and show 
that the method of write-conflict resolution can affect the power of such models. 
Specifically, we give a problem which the PRIORITY model can solve in 0( 1) steps 
while the ARBITRARY model requires Q(log(n/m)/log log(n/m)) steps, when both 
models have m cells of shared memory. In a similar fashion, we demonstrate an 
Q(log log(n/m)) separation between the ARBITRARY and COMMON models, when 
both have n processors and m cells of shared memory, (E 1989 Academic PISS, IX. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concurrent-read concurrent-write parallel random access machine 
(CRCW PRAM) is a widely used model of parallel computation. In this 
model, processors communicate synchronously by means of shared 
memory cells. Each step of computation consists of three phases. In the 
read phase, each processor reads from some shared memory cell. In 
the compute phase, an arbitrary amount of local computation is allowed. 
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In the write phase, each processor may attempt to write into a shared 
memory cell. If several processors contend to write values into the same 
memory cell, some method of write-conflict resolution is needed. 
The choice of write-conflict resolution scheme can make a difference in 
the power of the machine. Several variants appear in the literature: here we 
describe three. In the COMMON model, if several processors attempt to 
simultaneously write into the same cell, they must all be writing the same 
value. In the ARBITRARY model, processors may attempt to simultaneously 
write different values into the same cell; one of the processors succeeds, 
though it is impossible to predict in advance which one. An algorithm on 
the ARBITRARY model must work regardless of which processor succeeds in 
each write conflict. For the purposes of lower bounds, we allow an adver- 
sary to choose the winner of each conflict. In the PRIORITY model, the pro- 
cessor of lowest index succeeds in writing. Clearly, the PRIORITY model is 
at least as powerful as the ARBITRARY model which, in turn, is at least as 
powerful as the COMMON model. 
An important parameter of these models is the amount of shared 
memory they have available. This is called the communication width. We 
adopt the convention that the number of shared memory cells in a model 
will be placed in parentheses after the name of the model. 
In (Fich et al. 1984, 1988a), it is shown that COMMON with n processors 
can simulate one step of any other model with the same number of pro- 
cessors and memory cells in O(log n) steps. (All logarithms in this paper 
are to the base 2.) When the communication width is infinite, Fich, Ragde, 
and Wigderson (1988b) improved this to O(log n/log log n). More recently, 
Chlebus, Diks, Hagerup, and Radzik (1988) showed that ARBITRARY(~) 
can simulate PRIORITY( co) in O(log log n) steps. 
To obtain separations between various models, we consider functions of 
n variables that, with n processors, can be computed quickly on 
PRIORITY(m) or ARBITRARY(m) and then prove that they require a long 
time on ARBITRARY(m) or COMMON(m). For example, element distinctness 
can be computed in constant time on ARBITRARY(~) (Fich et al., 1987), 
but requires Q(G) steps on COMMON( GO) (Ragde et al., 1988). 
When m > n, we assume the n input variables are given in the first n 
shared memory cells. However, if M <n, this is not possible. One solution 
is to distribute the input variables among the local memories of the 
processors; initially processor Pi has input variable x, in its local memory, 
for i = 1, . . . . n. (This is done, for example, in (Fich et al., 1984, 1988a).) 
Another approach, analogous to the one developed to study sequential 
models of computation with small space bounds, is taken by Vishkin and 
Wigderson (1985). They place the n input variables in n cells of read-only 
memory (ROM). The read phase is augmented to allow processors to read 
both a cell of shared memory and a cell of read-only memory. This cannot 
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decrease power, since the input variables can be transferred from ROM to 
different processors’ local memories in one step. The modification also 
allows one to study the case in which the number of processors is different 
from the number of input variables. 
When m eQ(n), these different methods of specifying the input do not 
affect the power of the models by more than a constant factor. However, 
if m E O(M), having ROM enables certain functions to be computed more 
quickly. For example, determining whether there are two consecutive input 
variables with value 1 can be accomplished in two steps by COMMON( 1) 
with ROM. But without ROM, an easy adversary argument shows that 
PRIORITY( 1) requires G?(n) steps. In turn, this implies that PRIoRIT’Y(m) 
without ROM requires O(n/m) steps to compute this function. 
Fich, Ragde and Wigderson (1988a) proved fi(log(n/m)) separations 
between COMMON(m) and ARBITRARY(III) and between ARBITRARY(m) and 
PRIORITY(m), when the input is not given in ROM. This lower bound 
matches their @log n) upper bound when m E U(d) for any constant E < 1. 
Li and Yesha (1986) began studying the differences in power between the 
different models with ROM. Specifically, they show that COMMON(m) and 
ARBITRARY(m) with ROM require Q(log rz/log(m + 1)) steps to simulate 
one step of ARBITRARY( 1) and PRIORITY(~), respectively, even if the latter 
machines have no ROM. These results generalize the @(log n/log(m + 1)) 
separations given in (Fich et al. 1984, 1988a) between COMMON(m) and 
ARBITRARY( 1) and between ARrwxARY(m) and PRIORITY( 1 ), without 
ROM. Their lower bound for COMMON(m) requires the number of 
processors to be nN, for fixed a ~2; the lower bound for ARBITRARY(m) 
holds for any number of processors. 
This paper simplifies and extends the proofs in Li and Yesha (1986) to 
show that COMMON(m) with ROM cannot simulate ARBITRARY(m), even 
without ROM, unless it uses a factor of Q(log log(n/m)) more time and 
ARBITRARY(m) with ROM cannot simulate PRIORITY(m), even without 
ROM, unless it uses a factor of Q(log(n/m)/log log(n/m)) more time. To do 
this, we consider two functions, one of which can be computed in constant 
time by ARBITRARY(m) and the other of which can be computed in 
constant time by PRIORITY(m), both without ROM. Our lower bound for 
COMMON(m) requires the number of processors to be n; the lower bound 
for ARBITRARY(m) holds for any number of processors. 
Adversary arguments are used to obtain the desired lower bounds for 
these functions on COMMON(m) and ARBITRARY(m), respectively. We build 
on the basic technique that was developed in (Vishkin and Wigderson, 
1985), noting that the state of a processor after step t is a function only of 
the t inputs it has read and the t shared memory cells it has read. To prove 
lower bounds, we proceed by induction on the number of steps and con- 
struct a large set of inputs for which the contents of memory through the 
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first t steps are identical. This is made possible by the fact that shared 
memory is small and allows us to argue that no processor has computed 
the correct answer. 
From a practical point of view, studying PRAMS with small communica- 
tion width is interesting, since in many situations it is not economically 
feasible to have large amounts of shared memory. An important special 
case is the bus, which is essentially a single shared memory cell. 
Previous lower bounds for PRAM computations have either assumed 
smah (i.e., o(n)) or infinite communication width. One reason for studying 
PRAMS with ROM is that lower bounds for such models may give insight 
into how to prove lower bounds for models with linear and polynomial 
amounts of shared memory. 
2. FINDING A LARGE DISTRIBUTED INDEPENDENT SET 
In the proof of the lower bound for COMMON (Theorem 2) we construct 
a graph whose vertices are partitioned into reasonably large sets and are 
required to find an independent set that is “distributed” among a large 
fraction of the sets of the partition. Turan’s theorem (Berge, 1973, p. 282) 
gives a lower bound on the size of an independent set in a graph, given the 
number of vertices and edges. The following theorem shows a lower bound 
on the size of a “distributed” independent set. 
THEOREM 1. Let G = ( V, E) he a graph and suppose Y‘ = 
{ v,, v,, ..‘, VP ) is a partition of the vertices such that 1 Vi) 3 sk + r, where 
k and s are positive integers and 0 6 r <k. If JEl < (p/2(k + 1)) 
[r(sk + 1) + k2( i) J, then thereisanindependentsetIsuch that 1 {i : 1 Vi n II > k}] 
2~12. That is, I has at least k + 1 vertices in each of at least p/2 sets of the 
partition. 
ProojI By induction on s. In the base case s = 1, each set in the parti- 
tion contains at least k + r vertices, and JEJ <pr/2. Consider each edge 
in turn and delete one of its endpoints. The remaining vertices form an 
independent set. If at least p/2 of the sets in the partition have at most 
k vertices remaining, then at least pr/2 > JE( vertices were removed, a 
contradiction. 
Now suppose the statement is true for s - 1; we will prove it for s. Let 
H be any independent set in G, and let V’ be the collection of those sets 
Vi in the partition such that I Vi n HI > k + 1. Throughout this proof, we 
will add and delete vertices from H and sets from Y’. For each YE in Y“, 
remove vertices from H until ( V, n HI = k + 1. Then, take each Vi not in 
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V’ in turn, and add vertices from Vi to H as long as the independence of 
H is maintained and ( Vi A H( d k + 1. If j V, r\ H( = k + 1, then add V, 
to v“. 
If IV’1 >p/2, then setting I= H suffices. Otherwise, consider a vertex 
v E Vi - H, where V, $3”. It must be connected to some vertex in H, 
otherwise we could have added it to H. Furthermore, / V, - HI > 
(s - 1) k + r. Thus there are at least p[(s - 1) k + r]/2 such vertices, and 
each one is connected to H by at least one edge. 
For each Vie Y”‘, choose the vertex in Vjn H connected to the smallest 
number of vertices in V-H, and remove it from H. When this is done, 
( Vi n HI = k for each V, E 3“’ and at most a fraction l/(k + 1) of the edges 
that connected vertices in V-H to vertices in H now have both ends in 
V-H. Hence, there are at least p[(s - 1) k + r] k/2(k + 1) edges with one 
end in H. 
Consider the induced subgraph G’ = ( V- H, E’) of G and the partition 
{ V, - H, V2 - H, .,., V, - H} of V- H. 
SO IVi--H(>(s-l)k+r. Moreover, 
,E’l<lE,~~C(~-~)k+rlk \ 
2(k+ 1) 
For each i= 1, . . . . p, 1 ?‘in HI dk, 
-PC@- l)k+rl k 
2(k+ 1) 
. 
Thus, by the inductive hypothesis, there is an independent set I satisfying 
the conditions of the theorem. 1 
COROLLARY. If the vertices of a graph G = (V, E) are partitioned into at 
least p sets, each of size at least q, then there is an independent set that has 
at least Lpq2/(41E( +pq)_l vertices in each of at least p/2 of the sets of the 
partition. 
Proof: Let k be the smallest integer such that G fails to have an inde- 
pendent set with at least k + 1 vertices in at least p/2 sets of the partition. 
It suffices to show that k>pqZ/(4)El +pq) - 1. Let s= Lq/kj so that 
q=sk+r for some r with O<rrk. By Theorem 1, we know that 
IEI a(p/2(k+ 1)) [r(sk+ 1)+k2(;)l=(p/4(k+ 1)) [q(q-k)+r(2+k-r)]. 
Since k>r, it follows that IEl > (pq/4) (q/(k+ l)- 1) and k>pq*/ 
(4lEI +pq) - 1. I 
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3. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COMMON(~) ARBITRARY(~) 
We show that COMMON(W) with n processors and ROM cannot, in 
general, simulate ARBITRARY(~) with n processors, even without ROM, 
unless it uses a factor of G?(log log(n/m)) more time. 
Li and Yesha (1986) considered the language L, c (0, 1)” in which at 
least two of the input variables have value 1 (threshold two) and proved 
that COMMON(~) with ROM requires Q(log n/log(m -t 1)) steps to 
recognize L, . Here, we construct a language L, c (0, 1 }” which generalizes 
L, and can be recognized in a constant number of steps on ARBITRARY(~), 
even without ROM. The rest of the section is devoted to showing that 
Q(log log(+)) steps are required to recognize L, on COMMON(~) with 
ROM for m > (log,n)3’4. This is sufficient to obtain the desired separation, 
since for m E 0( 2’Og “‘w log ’ ), L, can be recognized in 0( 1) steps on 
ARBITRARY(m), but requires a(log nbOg(m + 1)) 2 Q(log log(n/m)) steps 
On COMMON(m). 
Consider a partition of the input variables x,, x2, . . . . x, into m groups 
I,, I,, . . . . Z, of size either m/ml or Ln/m J, where the variables in each 
group are numbered consecutively. Then L, is defined to be the set of 
inputs ( .Y, , x 2, . . . . x,,) that have at least two variables with value 1 in each 
group. 
Recognizing L, on ARBITRARY(m) without ROM is simple. One cell of 
shared memory is devoted to each group. First, each processor Pi with 
xi= 1 writes i into the shared memory cell associated with its group. This 
step is then repeated, without the participation of the processors who suc- 
ceeded in writing at the first step. If the input is in L,, then some processor 
in each group will write at the second step, and this information can be 
gathered into one cell in one more step. 
Note that if there is a processor for each pair of variables within a 
group (O(n”/m) processors in total), then L, can be recognized in constant 
time on COMMON(m) with ROM. We believe the separation between 
COMMON with ROM and ARBITRARY(m) without ROM exists regardless 
of the number of processors, but we will not be able to prove this using L,. 
THEOREM 2. COMMON(m) with n processors and ROM requires 
Q(log log(n/m)) steps to recognize L,,, for m > (log n)3’4. 
Prooj Suppose we are given an algorithm to recognize L,. For suc- 
cessive time steps t, we will construct a set of free variables F,. The other 
variables are called fixed variables. We will associate the value 0 or 1 with 
each fixed variable. An input is said to be allowable if it is consistent with 
the fixed variables and, in addition, at least one free variable in each group 
has value 1. The following conditions will be satisfied after each time step t: 
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1. If group I, has no free variables, then at least two variables in I, 
are fixed to 1. 
2. If group Z, has any free variables, then all fixed variables in I, 
have been fixed to 0. 
3. The history to the end of step t (that is, the sequence of contents 
of all memory cells after each of the first f steps) is the same for all 
allowable inputs, 
4. For each processor, there is at most one free variable xi E F, such 
that on any allowable input, x, is the only free variable read by that 
processor during the first t steps. 
5. The number of groups with free variables is at least m/23’ and the 
number of free variables in any group that contains a free variable is at 
least r~/ry12’~~. 
Initially, F, = {x,, x2, . . . . x, , 1. If t < l/4 log log (n/m), then there is a 
group with free variables, since m > (log H)~‘~. Furthermore, by condition 5, 
some group has at least two free variables. If all free variables are set to 1, 
then the input is in the language. If, in every group with free variables, 
exactly one free variable is set to 1 and the rest are set to 0, then the input 
is not in the language. Any given processor has read at most one free 
variable, so we can construct two allowable inputs, one in the language 
and the other not in the language, such that the processor cannot dis- 
tinguish between them. Thus the algorithm cannot have terminated. 
Now suppose we have constructed F,- , and fixed the values of the other 
variables so that the above conditions are satisfied with t - 1 in place of t. 
Let R= {(.xi,xj} ( xi,xj~F,_,, i#j, and for some allowable input, 
some processor read both X, and xi at or before step t}. The state of a 
processor after step t - 1 is a function of at most one free variable. This is 
because, by the inductive hypothesis, it has read at most one free variable 
and the history and the values of the fixed variables are the same for all 
allowable inputs. Thus the processor can only be in two possible states, 
depending on the value of that free variable. Since there are n processors, 
/RI <22n. 
Consider the graph (F,;, I) R). By condition 5, the vertices are parti- 
tioned into at least m/23r-3 groups each of size at least n/~2~~‘~~. We use 
the corollary to Theorem 1 to find a “distributed” independent set 1, such 
that I contains at least 
2 1 
nlm 
224’-J+3’+224’m4 1 
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vertices in at least m/23’ ~ 2 groups. All free variables that are in a group 
with fewer than L(n/m)/(22”‘m’+3’ + 224’-4)] vertices in I are fixed to 1; all 
other variables not in I are fixed to 0. This maintains condition 4. 
Let ,d = (Mj( there are two different allowable inputs that result in 
different values appearing in memory cell Mj immediately after step t}. To 
fix the history at step t, we must specify the values that appear in each 
Mjc ,/N. Since we are dealing with the COMMON model, if we ensure that 
one processor always attempts to write a value into a particular cell, then 
that value will always appear in that cell. 
While there is a processor that writes to some cell Mig AS! when the free 
variable xi that the processor has read is set to 0, fix xi to 0 and remove 
M, from ,ti. As soon as 23’P’ variables are fixed in any one group, fix the 
remaining variables in that group to 1. This can cause at most m/23’- ’ 
groups to become totally fixed, and so at least m/23’-1 groups have free 
variables remaining. There are at least (n/m)/(224’-3 + 3r + 224r-4) - 23’p ’ free 
variables in each remaining group. 
Fixing any free variable to 1 causes some processors to write into a par- 
ticular (possibly empty) set of cells. These processors will write into those 
cells regardless of the value of other free variables. While there is a group 
I, such that more than 23’ memory cells in J& are written into when all free 
variables in I, are fixed to 1, fix all free variables in Zk to 1 and remove 
those memory cells from J?. This can happen for at most m/23’ groups, and 
so at least m/23t groups have free variables remaining. 
For each such group I,, consider the different subsets of &? that pro- 
cessors write into when one free variable in Z, is fixed to 1. There are at 
most 2”” such subsets; otherwise fixing all variables in Z, to 1 would cause 
more than 23’ memory cells in .K to be written into. Thus there exists a set 
Sk of at least 
1 nlm 
7 22. 22”-‘+ 3t + ~2~‘~~ 
free variables in Z, such that the same subset of Jz’ will be written into if 
any of those free variables are given the value 1. We fix all variables in Z, 
that are not in S, to 0. 
Finally, we define F, to be all free variables remaining; i.e., F, = US,, 
where the union is taken over all k such that Zk has a free variable. This 
ensures that condition 5 is satisfied. Moreover, for any allowable input, at 
least one of the variables in Sk will have value 1. Hence the history will be 
the same after each of the first t steps for all allowable inputs. 1 
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4. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ARBITRARY (m ) AND PRIORITY( m ) 
In this section we show that ARBITRARY(~) with any number of pro- 
cessors and ROM cannot, in general, simulate PRIORITY(~) with n 
processors, even without ROM, unless it uses a factor of Q(log(n/m)/ 
log log(n/m)) more time. 
Again, divide the n input variables into m groups I,, . . . . I,,, of size either 
j-n/ml or Ln/m J. Let INDEX,(x,, x2, . . . . x, ) = (ii, i2, . . . . i ) where i, =0 m , 
if all the variables in group Ik have value 0 and, otherwise, xik is the 
variable of smallest index in group Ik that has value 1. This function is easy 
to compute on PRIoRrTY(m) without ROM; each processor Pi with xi= 1 
writes i into the cell of shared memory associated with its group. 
Fich, Ragde, and Wigderson (1988 a) used this function to obtain an 
O(log(n/m)) separation between PRIORITY(~) and ARBITRARY(m), without 
ROM. Li and Yesha (1986) proved that ARBITRARY(m) with ROM 
requires sZ(log n/log(m + 1)) steps to compute INDEX,. The following 
proof combines ideas from the proofs of both these results. 
THEOREM 3. ARBITRARY (m ) with ROM requires Q(Wnlm)l 
log log(n/m)) steps to compute the function INDEX,, regardless of the 
number of processors used. 
Prooj It suffices to prove the result for m < n/4. The proof technique is 
the same as in Theorem 2: we fix positions to ensure that the history is the 
same for all allowable inputs. Since we are dealing with the ARBITRARY 
model, we (as adversary) have the ability to choose who wins any competi- 
tion to write into a cell. Hence, to fix the value in a cell, it suffices to have 
one processor always attempt to write into that cell. 
We let F,,k be the set of free variables in group Zk after step t. Initially, 
F,,, k = Zk. The definition of an allowable input is the same as in Theorem 2. 
We measure the progress of the algorithm against the adversary by 
means of a potential function. This function is C;T= 1 log(max( IFk, I) + 1, 
log(n/m) + 1)). Initially, this function has value at least m log(n/m); it can 
never drop below m log log(n/m). Furthermore, if the potential exceeds this 
amount, then there is some group with at least two free positions (this 
follows from the restriction m <n/4), and so the algorithm cannot answer. 
If we can show that at each step we can fix positions in such a way that 
the history is fixed and the drop in potential is at most O(m log log(n/m)), 
we will have the desired result. 
Assume that we have defined F,_ i. k for k = 1,2, . . . . m so that the history 
is fixed through step t - 1 for all allowable inputs. Suppose that at any 
point in what follows, the free variables remaining in Z, have indices 
{j,,j,, . . . . j,), wherej, <.j3< ... < j,. Define the lower part of 1, to be the 
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variables j, ,A, -.,jLtklcr+ ,,I9 and the upper part of Zi to be the remaining 
variables. Note that as variables are fixed in the course of the proof, a 
variable may move from being in the upper part of its group to being in 
the lower part, and vice-versa. 
Each processor, by the end of step t, has read at most r variables from 
ROM. Since the history before step t is fixed, the action of a processor 
during the tth write step is determined by the value of the at most t ROM 
cells the processor has read during the first t steps. Suppose there exists a 
processor P that would write into a cell Mi on the condition that each free 
variable it read (if any) with value 1 is in the upper part of a group. Then 
fix all upper parts containing variables read by P to 1, and fix the other 
variables read by P to 0. P will then always attempt to write into M,; we 
declare it to win the competition for all allowable inputs, thereby fixing the 
contents of Mi in te history through step t. Repeat this process until all 
cells are fixed, or until no such processor exists. If, at any point, the 
number of free variables in some Z, drops below log(n/m), then fix all those 
free variables to 1; this will not cause any drop in potential. This step will 
cause at most tm variables to be fixed to 0, and at most tm upper parts to 
be fixed to 1. 
The drop in potential due to fixing of the upper part of a group of size 
k is log(k + 1) - log( rtk/( t + 1 )I + 1); hence fixing tm upper parts results in 
a drop of at most tm log(1 + l/t), which is O(m). 
Within each group, we need count only the variables fixed to 0 that leave 
the size of the group at least log(n/m), since fixing variables after this point 
does not decrease the potential. Suppose g groups are reduced in size by 
fixing variables to 0; within group i, ai positions are fixed, leaving si free 
positions. The total drop in potential is 
if, (l%(s;+a,+ l)-log(sj+ 1)) 
d i lOg( 1 + QJJ,) d f ai lOg( 1 + l/S;). 
i=l i= I 
Since we can assume that sib log(n/m), and we know that xi”=, a, < tm, 
it follows that the decrease in potential is bounded by mt log( 1 + l/log(n/m)). 
Since t < log(n/m), this is O(m). 
If the history through step t is not completely determined, then it must 
be the case that any processor writing into a cell whose contents after 
step t are not determined must write into that cell only if they read l’s from 
the lower parts of some groups. So we fix all lower parts of groups to 0, 
thereby ensuring that no processor writes into such cells. The total drop in 
potential caused by fixing the lower part of a group of size k is 
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log(k + 1) - log(k - rkr/(t + 1)1+ 1). Hence the drop caused by fixing m 
lower parts is at most m log(t + 2), which is O(m log log(n/m)). This fixes 
the history through step t. Finally, we define F,, j to be all free variables in 
group Ii. 1 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
Proving lower bounds on PRAMS is complicated by allowing processors 
to access all of the input by placing it in ROM. Without ROM, we 
know that the separation between COMMON(m) and ARBITRARY(m) (Of 
ARBITRARY(m) and PRIORITY(m)) iS in @(logn) for mE O(FZ-~), for any 
constant E >O (Fich et al., 1988a); with ROM, we suspect this is true, 
though we can only prove it for constant m (Li and Yesha, 1986). In both 
situations, existing lower bounds become trivial as m approaches n, and 
new techniques are needed to settle the important case where m is bounded 
only by a polynomial in n. 
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